who helped me most when I was your age and really got me going was Elisabeth Lutyens, and why don't you go and see her? So I did that. And I had lessons, if you can call them lessons, or at least long conversations (mostly rather one-sided conversations!) in school holidays, I suppose, when I was 16 or 17 . That was very inspiring because she was the first really professional composer I had encountered. She was in her sixties, and at that time, looking back on it, she was writing probably what is her best music. And then I went to Oxford to read music, and left after a year because I didn't like the course and they didn't particularly like me either! But by that time I had finished the time with Lutyens and I started seeing Harrison Birtwistle. He was doing classes at Morley College where I used to go, and I had some private time with him as well which was also great (and a couple of summer schools at Dartington), but Oxford didn't allow me to go on having lessons with him, which I thought was outrageous.
Anyway, I left Oxford at the end of that year [1972] , wrote a letter to Wilfrid Mellers at York, saying Look, I've made a mistake, I went to Oxford when I should have come to York when you offered me a place; can I come to York? And he said, Yes, of course, but we're full for next year -you'll have to wait a year. So that was when I went to Nadia Boulanger in Paris . She was, as you can imagine, amazing and a huge influence probably in all sorts of ways. I didn't actually do any composing -we were doing harmony, counterpoint and analysis. She ran what was basically a three-year course for composers and performers, and her famous Wednesday afternoon analysis classes, which she had started in the 1920s, ran from 2.00 to 6.30 without a break(!) when all the students attended and any visitors could come as well. That was a series of classes which that year took set works from Machaut through to Xenakis via Bach, Beethoven, Schumann, Fauré, Stravinsky -the sort of people that you might expect, but a full range of 'history', as it were, but taught through what was really analysis and interpretation. And then we had the individual lessons with her when I was doing the harmony and counterpoint, and so forth.
And, by the time I went to York, I was actually very well equipped to get the most out of the course, which was quite a freely structured course for its time -now very similar to all sorts of modular courses everywhere. You could almost design your own course through a series of modules, or 'projects' as they called them then. There were a lot of composers at York then: nearly all the staff were composers, and there was a number of postgraduate composers; there was a real sense of a composing community, which was very exciting. I did three years at York and then I stayed on to do a PhD . I was there for five years altogether before moving on and doing the PhD part time.
NJ:
What was it about York that made it such a stimulating environment in which to study? AP: I suppose it was because Wilfrid Mellers wanted a faculty of practising musicians rather than academics. We did academic courses, but these were taught by composers and performers. Bernard Rands was there; David Blake and Alan Hacker were also there. Actually, Lutyens came for a year as composer-in-residence so I remet her, which was nice. It was just a very lively, exciting time, and I found that I could do a great deal of the degree just by writing music rather than writing essays! We did all sorts of new music and performance, and a number of student pieces got done, and that's when I really 'took off ' as a composer. about Debussy and Ravel in particular. But I think, along with other composers I guess, that there's so much in that music of the turn of the last century from those composers -and Schoenberg, Stravinsky, Szymanowski -that is still full of potential. I'd decided that I needed to find a way of writing music that could accommodate the things that I had found in serialism that were going to be useful, but also things from a kind of expanded tonal language which I reckoned I also needed, including octatonic and modal harmony. And those composers from that period seemed to provide a very good model for ways of expanding tonality into areas that I thought I was going to need. That was on the technical level, part of it, but above all it was a love for the sheer noise that that music makes -and of course Mahler, Elgar and Strauss as well, in their different ways. I once mentioned to Nadia Boulanger of how fond I was of Strauss -and that was a mistake -because I got a long diatribe about what a dreadful composer he was! But I didn't get the treatment that apparently Elliott Carter had when, as a student, he asked Boulanger what she thought about Salome and she got the full-score out of her library and played through the entire opera to him pointing out, bar by bar, all the various 'faults' as she saw them. She was quite a formidable woman! But yes, I still have a great love for that period (roughly 1890 to 1914) and those composers. I don't know; I've never thought about that, and it's not the kind of thing you do think about much as a composer, because these things just happen. But I suspect you're right. I think around about that time I started to feel confident in the materials I was using and had found a way of writing which I felt happy with. Possibly the reason for those two concertos being as different as they are is that actually that project was again designed to be a bigger one: it was going to be a trilogy of concertos and, in spite of the difference of manner, there's a certain amount of shared material between the pieces and this was going to be clinched in a third concerto, a piano concerto that was going to absorb the two characters. So in a sense, the Horn Concerto was the first movement of that kind of 'mega-concerto' plan and the Cello Concerto was like the slow movement in itself, and the piano concerto was going to be a sort of glittery finale that was going to wrap in aspects of the other two pieces as well in a kind of recapitulatory way. It was a crazy idea, of course, because they would never be played as a set of three, but that was the plan. And then, for various reasons I never got round to writing the piano concerto, although I have got quite a lot of sketches for it. It might even happen one day -who knows! -but as is the way of things, other pieces came along and other projects took over so that it never got finished. But that period, especially the Second String Quartet [1991] (which is a piece I am very fond of and I think works very well), I managed to write pieces which included, in a kind of coherent way, lots of different sorts of music and moods within them, rather than writing a piece which did one thing predominantly. The Memory Room is an example of that in miniature because it goes through many ways of writing for piano, historical allusions and all sorts of things in a short space of time. But one thing that did become clear around about then was a division in my own mind between pieces to which I gave abstract genre titles, like quartets and symphonies and piano sonatas, and the pieces that had more poetic or descriptive titles which were more to do with extra-musical sources and images. And that stayed with me.
NJ: Is that division a sort of juggling act?
AP: It can be a juggling act sometimes, but maybe it's not. When you're composing, you're only concerned with the sounds and structures of the material you're dealing with and that is, of necessity, a purely musical process. The idea and images which may affect the way those sounds and structures are arrived at is something which is probably extra-musical. Well, it does seem to be, and it's one of the reasons why in the symphonies -and elsewhere -I find myself willy-nilly writing movements that seem to relate to sonata form, as a kind of archetype. But I think it's more to do with inventing a musical idea and immediately seeing possibilities for its opposite and accommodating that opposite rather than ruling it out. I can't account for this; I'm sure there's deep psychological reasons why that should be the case, but I don't think it's particularly unusual. I think lots of composers find that that's the way they work. Alexander Goehr said something along those lines at some stage about his work which I immediately found rang very true for me as well -not that my music is at all like his. But it did seem to me a way, as I say, of allowing a piece to include a great deal of contrast within it and being able to pack into it perhaps a greater density of musical incident and material than a lot of contemporary music has -by reverting to this idea of juggling with, as you say, two or more different kinds of music. And to do that in a solo piece, like I did in Sea/Air [clarinet, 1985] , the first movement consists of, in fact, three different kinds of music, but predominantly two, and one of those two becomes the substance of the second movement, which is a big scherzo; the other one becomes the substance of the third movement, which is a lyrical slow movement; and the third one, which is a kind of chiming refrain that occurs in the first movement, emerges in the finale as an important thing and the finale attempts to synthesize the two different kinds of music that were laid out in very clear blocks in the first movement and attempts to pull them together into a whole by the end. I say 'attempts' because I don't think it does it entirely successfully. Writing finales is difficult, and in any case rather better composers than me have found that a problem…! But it seemed to me that since I found myself writing a symphony -which was not actually what I set out to do, but that's what it became -it was necessary to confront this question of what a finale could be. And that was one attempt at that. In the Second Symphony [1999] it works very differently, because that's a piece that plays continuously and the final section doesn't have the same function as the finale in the First Symphony, although it returns to the opening material but from a quite different route.
NJ: That happens a lot in your music -a sense of recapitulation.
AP: Yes, it goes back to this sonata idea, I suppose, and probably a frustration with a lot of music which is one-dimensional and formally open-ended -which can be brilliant and successful in many composers' hands, but it didn't seem the thing that I was ever going to be able to do very well.
NJ: Perhaps you could say a few words about how you go about tackling a new work. Obviously, this changes from one piece to the next, but is there a general, common approach? AP:
Sometimes pieces start with a very big, general, often not specifically musical, idea or ideas; and it's a question of refining it down and gathering in the material to the point that you get to know it well enough to actually start writing the notes. And that is something that happens towards the end of the process, as it were. And that's very often the way. But sometimes it goes the other way and you start with a clearly-formed musical idea, but not necessarily a very clearly-formed idea about how that idea's going to work itself into a big piece. But generally speaking, most of the pieces seem to work in the first way -and quite a lot of the instrumental pieces, even, which are not involved with a text explicitly; somewhere in the background of all of them is either a visual or literary or an extra-musical stimulus at any rate. And I think all of these stimuli have, to me, very obvious musical equivalents, either as process or structure, or as imagery that triggers specific musical sounds and ideas -or ideally both.
NJ: Wasn't Terrain written as a response to where you previously lived?
AP: I had lived there [Michaelchurch, Escley, Herefordshire, 1984-97] for about ten years before I wrote that piece. Terrain [1992] is a piece that deals with both the cycle of the seasons and a kind of slow panning around 360 degrees of a landscape view, which in fact was the landscape I could see from where I was living at that time, which was a landscape of huge contrasts with, on the one side, the Welsh border and the escarpment of the Black Mountains, and on the other side, the Golden Valley and the view across England to the Malvern Hills on the other horizon. So it was to do with horizons, perspectives, changes of light, changes of weather, the cycle of the seasons, and that was more than enough for the structure of one piece!
NJ: How does the shape of the landscape translate into musical terms?
AP: It affects the form. The music which relates to the Black Mountains landscape was associated with winter and is a music of mass. It's largely vertical and harmonic, whereas in the music of the Golden Valley section, which is summer, the orchestra is broken down into a number of little ensembles and it's more a music of line and detail, which does reflect the nature of that landscape, which is a much more detailed patchwork of fields, woods, etc., as opposed to this monolithic escarpment of the Black Mountains on the other side.
NJ:
Have you ever worked with any compositional 'systems', such as serialism, for instance? AP: Yes, and I still do to some degree. I very often worked with proportions of time which are quite strictly organized, often on a mathematical basis -Fibonacci series, modular blocks, and that sort of thing -applied mainly to the architecture of the piece rather than to the actual details of intervallic working, which I know some composers do. But, having said that, virtually all the pieces, whether they're abstract pieces or not, are very tightly motivically composed with a number of cells which work in the harmony and in the lines. So I do work with systems, but increasingly I find that those are cropping up almost unconsciously because eventually you get familiar with the material you're using and you find that these things are inherent in the music rather than having to be imposed to start with. And they quite often turn out that way. I'm not by instinct a constructivist kind of composer. But certainly earlier on I did find it very useful as a way of getting things going to use those kinds of methods. But they are not really important to the meaning or the effect of the music, and certainly nobody listening to the piece needs to know any of that. And I don't, in any way, now use any kind of serial technique, although the various techniques I use for generating and controlling harmony are not that different from the kind of techniques that a lot of post-serial composers use. I think the thinking and the rationale of serial music has affected all of us, obviously, and that's still present at some level, but it's not twelve-note music and never has been.
NJ: So how many notes do you work with?
AP: Sometimes there are less than twelve, sometimes there are more; many of the recent pieces are basically octatonic. I often play around with sets and patterns at the start of a piece to get things in motion; sometimes they are used quite rigorously throughout the piece. And rather like scaffolding on a building, they just fall away in that formalistic way and the material takes on its own life.
NJ: So these sets generate harmony as well as lines?
AP: Yes, in fact much as in Schoenberg or Stravinsky for example. But I think that one of the things I learnt quite early on, and I guess from Boulanger as much as anybody, was the need to have a real, functioning harmonic rhythm in pieces, to be able to control the speed at which things were happening and to be able to achieve a sense of movement and speed in music. A lot of contemporary music has a sense of speed and movement about it, but it is very often movement on the surface above what is actually a very static deeper level. And that always struck me as being exciting but essentially limited, so I've tried to rediscover -and this goes back to all that music at the turn of the 20th century that we were talking about earlier -ways of creating real harmonic movement, tension and variety of harmonic rhythm, which to me gives music much of its depth and meaning. Harmonic rhythm was not something that serialism could ever do well, and a lot of minimalism doesn't do it well either. You're right; it often occurs on the surface of the music and this is part of this kind of inclusive approach I have to harmonic material that can be anything from the explicitly tonal to the densely chromatic 'atonal', via all sorts of modal modulators between those two extremes. But almost all the pieces, right back to Another Part of the Island, have an underpinning of a tonal structure and it works a little bit like a Schenker analysis in reverse: I often start with a very simple tonal outline for a piece and from that build forward towards the surface which is rarely overtly tonal but occasionally offers clear glimpses into that background. So the idea is that there should be a tension -an interesting musical tensionbetween the surface activity of the piece and the motivic interplay, which is rarely explicitly tonal, and the deeper background which is often very simply tonal, often using cycles of fifths and things like that. For instance, Another Part of the Island is, if you like, 'in F major' and ends in a slightly modally-inflected F major, but all the preparation for that arrival at F starts right at the beginning of the piece, which is actually a harmonic field based on an added dominant chord on C. So there is a very simple tonal movement from a dominant to a tonic over the 25 minutes of the piece, via all sorts of different, as it were, modulations, as you would expect.
NJ: Does tonality, therefore, have a viability for today's composers?
AP: Absolutely; but not necessarily the straightforward functions of tonal harmony as they used to be. But the strength of tonality as an undeniable acoustic truth in music is still there. And it's very useful when writing pieces, as I've done from time to time, say, for children or amateurs, where -especially in vocal works -it is inappropriate to write complex atonal music. I think that you need to find a way in which you can honestly and comfortably reintegrate tonal music into the vocabulary and this was definitely part of the project. composer, or any other kind. I guess almost everything I've said has suggested that I want to have the best of every possible world, to have my cake and eat it -which I do! And it's not necessarily the easiest route to take. But there's so much music of so many different kinds that I love that it seemed to me to be unnecessarily restrictive just to occupy one part of the forest, as it were, and I want to range freely over all the possibilities that there are for me. But you're quite right, there is, and there has to be, a classicizing restraint on the ideas, which I am happy to work to. I don't feel it myself to be anything to do with neoclassicism or neo-anything: it's an attempt to take stock of the things which are valuable to me from the music I love and to take them forward in what I hope is a slightly new and different way. Oxford University P Oxford University P Oxford University P Oxford University P Oxford University Press is proud to publish the ress is proud to publish the ress is proud to publish the ress is proud to publish the ress is proud to publish the music of Anthony P music of Anthony P music of Anthony P music of Anthony P music of Anthony Powers owers owers owers owers
